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1. Mr. QUEVEDO (Ecuador) (translated 'from
Spanish) : I wish, first of all, to pay a well-des~rved

tribute to the men who are fighting in Korea. In par
ticular I wish to pay a tribute to those who not being
of Korean nationality are not therefore fighting to
defend the frontiers of their fatherland or to gain
material advantages for their countries, and are not
inspired by passion or by hate. Without anger al"ld with
friendly feelings towards the Korean people these men
are sacrificing their youth and even their lives for an
idea,' the idea that violence shall be banished from the
earth as a means of solving the problems that beset the
peoples of the world; that aggt~ssion shall be crushed
so that it shall never confront the world again, and the
United Nations Charter, which has been accepted as
the supreme rule of international law, shall prevail.
Seldom have men taken up arms for a more noble or
fruitful task.

2. It should be noted that in its rep'ort1 to this
Assembly, the United Nations Commission on Korea,
which is an international and impartial commission,
has emphasized that the forces of the Korean Republic
scarcely had the organization or arms for a purely
defensive action; that the invasion was not the result
of. a provocative attac1<: on North Korea across the
38th parallel as has been alleged; that the North
korean attack was deliberately prepared beforehand;

1 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifth
Session, SUPPlement No. 16.

that it formed an essential part of the policy of North
Korea which was aimed at securing by force what it
could not gain by other means, and that the North
Korean authorities unleashed a war of aggression in
order to further this policy.
3. International communists, and those who follow
that political line without being or admitting they are
communists, are well aware that this is the truth
although they try to distort the facts and to present
them in such a way as to make it appear that the
Korean question is an imperialist adventure 011 the part
of the United States. It is regrettable that in some
countries their propaganda has convinced and deceived
small groups of men of good faith and some young
people who in their youthful fervour have allowed
themselves to be blinded and swayed by the fallacies of
international communist propaganda. The majority of
the world, however, now realizes that the United
Nations laid down an exemplary line of conduct in
initiating collective action against aggression for the
first time in history, and that the United Nations
sought and desired, and still desires a free and unified
Korea which shall work out its own destiny without
pressure of any kind.
4. Those who have been deceived should be made to
reflect on the fact that the fifty-three countries which
endorsed the Security Council's action to quell the
North Korean aggression did so in accordance with
the Charter, and in order to ensure that the United
Nations will, in future, likewise repel any other aggres
sion against one of their number.
5. Bearing all this in mind, the report of the Korean
Commission .is particularly important since it proves
that events have once again justified the United Nations
action, and the report gives th~ world irrefutable proof
that the aggression against the Republic of Korea was
premeditated.
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6. We must emphasize that this alone is the true
situation which drew the free nations together to
support the Security Council's action in different ways,
according to their own means.

7. The Members of the United Nations know that in
acting thus they have not been used as tools to assist
or conceal a war of conquest or a colonial war, but
have done so in order that the United Nations Charter,
collective security and the repelling of aggression, may
serve as a rampart today and become a vital and
convincing reality in the future.

8. The statement made by the United States repre
sentative at our [279th] meeting on 20 September is
therefore significant; he urged us to strengthen the
system of collective security and told us: "Our best
hope of peace lies in our ability to make it absolutely
plain to potential aggressors that aggression does not
succeed".

9. This appeal to collective security however has one
inevitable consequence: peace and collective security
are indivisible. Aggression must be quelled by collective
action whoever the aggressor may be, not only when it
strikes in the north but also when anyone seeks to
impose his will by force whether it be in the south, in
the east or in the west.

10. Aggression must be quelled not only when it
constitutes a threat to all or some of the Members of
the United Nations but also when it violates the rights
or integrity of any Member State. If, at some time in
the future, we put down an act of aggression against
some country, all other countries which love peace
and have faith and confidence in it, will do everything
in their power to help build up collective security. We
must put down aggression against any country no
matter how small that country may be; in fact, the
smaller and weaker the country, the greater the efforts
we must make.

11. If we are to save the international situation we
must begin by knowing the fads. The first require
ment in any effort to save humanity from destruction
in a new war is to try to under.stand the realities of the
world and the problems with which we are faced.

12. As has already been said. in thh Assembly, and
almost everything has been said here, the international
situation may perhaps be gauged by the fact that many
millions of human beings are sufferlng hardships and
that most of mankind lives in dire poverty and cannot
satisfy those needs which the more advanced peoples
of North America and part of Westeron Europe consider
necessities.

13. I feel therefore that we should congratulate seven
members of the British Commonwealth of Nations on
the efforts which they are now making to raise the
standard of living and improve social conditions for
such a large section of humanity.

14. I wonder '\.hether a similar effort to co-ordkate
and plan the potentiai resources of Latin America would
not he a great contribution to strengthening the demo
cratic sector of the world which seeks peace and not
aggression. The rnc,tjority of the population of the world
longs for urgent and continuous action which will
progressively satisfy its needs.

15. If that majority finds that its aspirations towards'
a just and progressive system of social welfare cannot
be achieved through methods and governments which
harmonize, balance and 'combine democratic freedom ,
with l!mergetic social action, hundreds of millions of '
workers may in the future gradually be won over by
those who seek social revolution as a prerequisite for .
human happiness. .

16. On the other hand, we must confess that in all
countries which have not yet obtained independence
there is a deep-rooted and justified movement in that
direction. When unsatisfied social needs are combined
with the will of the people for political independence,
the result is a force which is difficult to check because
it is just and because it is deeply rooted in the soul
of the people.

17. If there is an attempt to counteract these two
forces or this combined force through pressure by a
superior force, then there arises on the world scene
the political paradox of movements which are inter
national by conviction and by their recognized tactics,
but which wear the mantle of essentially national and
nationalist aspirations, appearing as defenders of the
independence and nationality of the peoples of the
world.
18. In our opinion, a number of conclusions and
lessons are to be drawn from the facts and the situations '
referred to. It is fortunately true that the action taken.
by the United Nations in Korea was a necessary step
to prevent the Organization from disintegrating as an
effective political instrument. Unless that action had
~en taken, the Charter would at this moment be another
useless scrap of paper.

19. It is also true that the energetic decisions of the
Security Council and the support of almost all the
Members of the Organization have inspired confidence
in the political effectiveness of the United Nations in
the hearts of the free peoples of the world, in that very
large part of mankind which can and does receive free
information and which follows the progress of world
events day by day.
20. Today we are faced with a task which we must
not avoid or delay: to inspire confidence in the social I

effectiveness of our Organization through a broad
programme of social justice.

21. If we really wish that faith in the United Nations'
should become more deeply rooted, more universal and !

permanent among the masses of the world and, in i

particular, of those countries which are already seeking'
or struggling for political independence, our Organiz~

tion must stress boldly and emphatically two tasks set
forth in the Charter: first, the task of assembling all
the resources available to the United Nations to con
tinue and extend the campaign in defence of the popular
masses by improving their standards of living; and,'
secondly, the task of serving as an effective instrument:
to enable the nations of the world to achieve and enjoy i

freedom, independence and territorial integrity.
I

22. The 'United Nations should not only be the;
daring standard bearer of social progress and political
1udependence, but should also appear in that role to I
the peoples of all continents especially those which are
the scene of great social and political movements of.
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'this kind. The reason is that if the United Nations
u11justly, it is true, since its conduct does not warrant

" such a judgment-should appear to certain peoples as
! the instrument of social reaction, of colonialism or
~ political aggression, our efforts would encounter further
t obstacles and our ideals would be met by lack of con
l fidence on the part of the people.
l

123. The social and economic improvement and inde-
I pendence of peoples are therefore essential prerequisites
!for international peace. Otherwise, in the final a.nalysis,
!people who are suffering oppression and misery would
~ see~( to.overthrow a regime imposed upon them against
l theIr WIll.
'24. If this is the international situation, charged as it
~. is with explosives, there is a danger that a conflict may
!break out and engulf us in a sea ()f blood.

!25. Therefore, the primary, most elemental and urgent
Ineed is to ensure the defence and the life of the peoples
I.• ~ho. desire peace, but within a system of freedom and
! Justtce.
~

t 26. For the same reason, in our opinion, the pro-
'I· posals of the United States representative [A/1377]

are appropriate to achieve effective United Nations
•• action in cases of emergency by making it possible to
! convene the General Assembly rapidly and to establish

a committee of collective action and a peace patrol to
! keep watch in places where new aggressiOJ.1 may arise
or has arisen.
27. The proposal that each Member should designate
units within its national forces which would be equipped
and trained to serve the United Nations represents so
great a step forward and so great an innovation in the
progress of the international OrganizatIon that my dele
gation believes it deserves careful consideration by each
government in the light of its material resources and its
respective legal and constitutional provisions.
28. All of us, great and small, must therefore seek to

, strengthen the rampart of collective security so that it
will become so high and so imposing that no one will
dare to cross it., .

·29. It is said that nations with great economic and
,military strength have a greater responsibility in the
,maintenance of international peace and that, when
armed force is unleashed, they are the ones to -make the
efforts and the sacrifices that are within their power.

,The great Powers, however, cannot do everything alone
and the world also needs the co-ordinated action and
the extraordinary moral and political force which small
and medium-sized States can exert jointly as factors for
peace and collective security, in defence of an organiza
tion like our which should continue to pursue its ob-

I jective of achieving universality.

,30. All the States that are sincerely resolved to re
spect the principles of the Charter must co-operate so

"that the principles and rt"les it establishes may become
,as flexible and effective an instrument in the Assembly
as it was in the Security Council at the beginning of
the Korean conflict.

31. The unity, co-ordination and speed of action of
those countries which are at present members of the
communist bloc should make us pause. Those States act
in an orderly fashion as if they already constituted a
unified and organized bloc of nations which, it appears,

at least, ,: s. not paralysed by the veto. No member of that
friendly group appears to run counte~ to the direction
in which it moves or to obstruct its actions.

32. Meanwhile, unless we succeed in improving the
present situation in the United Nations, the use of the
veto can, in practice, at the will of a single nation,
paralyse the essential functions of the Security Council
to halt aggresciion.

33. The conclusion to be drawn is obvious. While tak
ing carp. that the United Nations does not lose its essen
tially international character, let us make of it an effec
tive instrument capable of acting with the speed and
co-ordination shown by the communist group.

34. If those who are able to eliminate the power of
veto from the Charter do not wish to do so, and if those
who wish to see it eliminated are unable to achieve their
end, we have no other recourse than to make the Assem
bly a bulwark against aggression. Here, the opposition
of the minority cannot paralyse the action of the n1a
jority.

35. It is true that the Western nations have been com
pelled, by the historical experience of the past five years,
not to rely on declarations of peaceful intent, and to
increase their military preparedness. It is also true, on
the other hand, that we, the peace-loving countries of
the United Nations, are now obliged to align ourselves
more solidly, both on a regionRl and on a world basis,
not for purposes of attack, but in order to live in secu
rity and repel aggression, whenever, wherever and from
whomever it may come. This is the first and basic
necessity of our existence. There must be no doubt on
this point.

36. But to limit our efforts to such action might be
interpreted as an admission that we believe a. new world
conflict is inevitable, and that the principles of the Char
ter, under which we live, are invalid and ineffective.
The spirit in which the Charter was written compels us
to believe that peace is possible as long as it is not totally
destroyed, and to seek its preservation with every means
at our disposal.

37. Apart from the essential values of international
life, such as morality, and justice, much may have to be
sacrificed in order to safeguard peace: from the proud
confidence in one's own strength to collective pride;
belief in the infallibility of doctrines to considerations of
prestige.

38. If the worst should come, our sacrifices for the
preservation of peace might be a hundred times greater
than those required of us now; and each group of states
would lose that which, fundamentally, it is trying to
defend today-the very type of social and political or
ganization in which it desires to live. Some would lose
their dream of world empire, their desire for power to
regulate the life of society through the iron hand of small
dictatorial groups, and their grandiose plans for mate
rial construction. Others would have to sacrifice their
love of individual and collective freedom, of free enter
prise, of gradual 50dal progress, the constant aim of
which is to promote justice without sacrificing liberty
~nd without. reducing man to the status of a mere cog
111 the mach11lery of the state. All of us would have to
renounce our dream of ever increasing social well-being.
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39. In a major world conflict, would not indhddual
freedom be the first casualty? And would not the' first
result of such a conflict be the permanent strengthening
of the state at the expense of the individual-the multi
plication of state controls and interventions beyond any
thing yet dreamed of? Could individual liberty endure
in the face of the universal regimentation of national
forces which model'n war imposes?

40. Let uS f therefore, together with the group resolved
upon defence, endeavour once more to take positive
action for the preservation of peace; and even though
there might seem to be no good reason for confidence
in the outcome, let us nevertheless persist in our posi
tive efforts to ward off the catastrophe.

41. We cannot believe that all possibilities of an under
standing between the great Powers with opposing inter
national policies have been exhausted, or that the
countries which are contemplating or encouraging ag
gression may not come to recognize, in the end, that that
policy does not pay and that all humanity will lose by it.

42. This Assembly may perhaps afford the world one
of its last opportunities of averting the catastrophe.
The anguished feeling that a new world conflict is ap
proaching has created an oppressive atmosphere that
weighs heavy upon the hearts of the peoples of the world.
Without being pessimistic in regard to long-range pro
grammes, we must in all sincerity confess that ,few pos
sibilities exist, within the framework of the normal work
of the United Nations organs, for immediate and con
crete action to ward off the dangers which threaten
world peace, or to relieve quickly the international ten
sion under which we live, in constant fear for our
countries, our children, our homes.

43. The noble efforts made in the past-until quite
recently-to bring into direct contact the statesmen
upon whose policies the future of mankind depends,
have been unsuccessful, perhaps, among other reasons,
because of the difficulty in organizing international con
ferences on so high a political level, when there is little
probability of success.

44. Perhaps because it is difficult to give up all hope,
there remains a flicker of faith in the peoples of the
world, that the worst can always be avoided if we try
hard enough. The statesman who fights resolutely for
peace, in the face of adverse circumstances, is as much
a hero as the soldier who gives his life for his country.

45. The simple ordinary people of the world know
nothing of politics or diplomacy; the man in the street
and the boy who sheds his blood in battle may not, per
haps, have lost :2 ~.~:.- hope that direct personal contact
between the leaders of the great Powers which gravi
tate in such different orbits-now encroaching danger~
ously upon each other-may still improve the situation
to some extent, or ward off the storm.

46. The common man cannot, I think, bring himself
to believe that an exchange of ideas between ministers
for foreign affairs, when it is an informal, verbal ex
change which cannot act as a boomerang against any of
the parties attending, can be entirely useless and to no
avail. We ourselves cannot believe that it is so.

47. Let us admit one fact which appears certain: in the
course of the next few months we shall not see a repeti-

tion of the event which has come to pass here, namely,
the meeting together in one room of high-ranking lead
ers in international politics who represent nations with
opposing views. Were we now to open the doors of this
Assembly hall to the peoples of the world, it is probable
that a clamorous demand would fall upon our ears-a
demand that the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the
great Powers should speak directly with one.another,
without public address systems, nor verbatim records,
nor minutes, but without prejudice to those defensive
measures which experience, as well as national, and
international security, force upon us all. The peoples of
the world woula tell those Ministers that their talks
together cannot paralyse their efforts to strengthen the
defence of their own peoples, and would demand that
these high officials should not leave New York, this
political capital of the world, until they have made some
concrete progress, if at all possible, towards easing the
tension which oppresses us all.

48. The Preamble and Article 1 of the Charter compel
us to leave no possibility unexplored in. our efforts to
maintain peace.

49. For the foregoing reasons, ~he delegation of Ecua
dor e~~presses its firm hope that the Ministers for For
eign Affairs of the States holding permanent member
ship in the Security Council, profiting by their presence
here together in New York, will take this opportunity
to exchange views, individually or in groups in an infor
mal manner, in order to explore all possibilities of lessen
ing the present international tension.

50. Nothing will be lost, and something may be gained,
if these statesmen, conscious of their tremendous re
sponsibility in these times fraught with danger, can
talk frankly among themselves, in a determined effort
to find the difficult road which wi111ead mankind away
from the terrible scourge of war.

51. Mr. R. SCHUMAN (France) (translated from
French) : At the conclusion of this general discussion,
in which so much eloquence has been expended and in
which the anxieties and hopes of the five continents have
found highly qualified interpreters, it is difficult to add
further considerations or to make a choice among the
proposals submitted to the Assembly.

52. As regards these proposals, I would not wish to
anticipate the debates which, according to our rules of
procedure, will take place later, in committee or in
plenary meeting. They will be the concern of our repre
sentatives and our experts. We shall have to distinguish,
among the various suggestions, between those whose
object is propaganda and the furtherance of political
strategy, and those which offer serious and sincerely
studied reforms.

53. The customary theme of our speeches is peace,
which is the very essence of our task and the raison
dJ etre of this Organization. Peace is all end: it is the
crowning of a collective effort, an effort of good will in
the first place, and then a constructive effort in the
search for a better organization of the world. There is
no peace without security, no security without justice.
Words of peace are uttered in vain so long as there
exists a threat to the freedom of peoples. Since the
ghastly war in which the freedom of the world was
almost engulfed in tyranny, our peoples have placed all
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their hopes for peace and security in the United Nations.
They expect that it will ensure effective protection
against aggression and the peaceful settlement of con
flicts.
54. Unfortunately, past results have not yet completely
fulfilled this expectation and this need. The authority
of the Organization is not sufficiently unchallengeable to
be accepted by all, or, if need be, to be imposed upon all.
It is not supported by an organized force, permanently
available and sufficiently powerful to prevent or punish
aggression.
55. It is true that this authority is about to be imposed
in Korea. It is to the especial credit of the United States
that, from the first day, it understood the importance
of what was at stake. and accepted the principal risks
and sacrifices of this common endeavour which has re
stored the confidence of peace-loving countries.

56. Despite this comforting fact, it must be admitted
that procedural delays and the threat of the veto still
overshadows any collective action. More than ever, a
reform of our methods of work and a better co-ordina
tion of our efforts and our means of action are
essential.
57, Several speakers have expressed satisfaction at
the speed with which the Council took its decisions
concerning Korea, as well as at the effectiveness of
subsequent action. The French Government fully
shares those sentiments. It hopes that the United Na
tions may, if need be, display similar speed and efficacy
in the future. It therefore welcomes the views expressed
by the Secretary of State of the United States [279th
meeting1. It will consider with the greatest attention
the specific proposals which will be formulated by the
United States delegation.

58. In dealing with such far-reaching plans, it would
seem that especial heed should be constantly paid to
the method of their consideration. In the first place, it
is important to have a clear picture of the purpose which
it is designed to achieve. Once this picture is clearly out
lined, one must determine what can be achieved by
modifying our procedure, whether customary or codified
in our rules; what would entail an interpretation of the
Charter, which the Assembly is obviously qualified to
decide upon; and, finally, what would call for a modifica
tion of the Charter, which has laid down its own rules
for a possible amendment.
59. We expect the authority and efficacy of our
Organization to be strengthened in the future. Mean
while, our governments, being responsible for peace
and security, could not and cannot be resigned to the
passive expectation of future reforms, nor can they be
satisfied with a form of collective protection which is
more theoretical than real. As we know, the Charter
it~e1f authorizes and encourages the setting up of re
gIonal groups, as well as any other initiative for the
!mplementation of legitimate collective defense, pend
Ing the full development of universal institutions.
60. France has adhered to and will continue to give
her support to these regional peace org-anizations which,
it is true, are provisional and partial solutions, but
which are justified by the present imperfections of the
world Organization. They will be superfluous when the
United Nations has become a reality and when its
authority is imposed everywhere and in all circum-

stances. vVe fervently hope that war will soon become
physically impossible, but, until then, we shall be well
a.dvised to secure ourselves against it. To be in a posi
tIOn to defend peace by force of arms is the traditional
method, but it is not the only way, nor the best one
for preventing war. We must awaken in the hearts of
our peoples the feeling of their solidarity, of the com
munity of their destinies, of the impossibility-as we
see every day-of solving the gravest problems of the
hour by national action alone and thus implant the
idea, and later arouse the will, for supra-national co
operation, which will gradually replace, the ill-feeling
and mistrust of the past. That is the task and the real
duty which is incumbent upon most of us.
61. In Europe in the first place, where France occu
pies a privileged position, the French have responded
to all the calls of that nature which their own Govern
ment or other countries have made to them. It was thus
that the Council of Europe was set up. In its sixteen
months of existence, the Consultative Assembly in
Strasbourg has striven to create a European spirit,
over and above frontiers and parties. We welcome the
results already' achieved-the birth of a supra-national
conscience and of a common task and responsibility,
without prejudice to the legitimate diversity of national
traditions and interests. We hope that we are on the
way to creating a European authority which, in cer
tain fields and in certain circumstances, would have
powers of decision.
62. The organization of Europe and of peace in
Europe cannot, however, be seriously undertaken-as
France realizes full well-until the old Franco-German
antagonism has been eradicated and until this focns
of contention has disappeared from the heart of Europe,
My country recognizes its duty not to shirk such a
reconciliation; what is more, it was incumbent upon
it to take the initiative in this matter. We have done
so in a sphere where military considerations play no
part and in which peaceful and constructive co-opera
tion is the sole object; it is a sphere so important that
the action we take will exert a decisive 'influence on
all our economies thus associated.
63. We have proposed-and we have been negotiating
for rather more than three months with Germany,
Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg-the
pooling of our coal and steel production and the crea
tion of a single market for those two products, which
would circulate freely in the territories of these six
countries, inhabited by 160 million people. Such an
elimination of customs duties and of any other protec
tive or restrictive measures calls for an equalization
of production costs, which have so far varied widely in
those countries. It will therefore be necessary to at
tempt to harmonize wage-price policy and social and
fiscal legislation. Such an alignment of production costs
niust not, however, entail any disadvantage for the
wage-earners; it should, on the contrary, open up
better prospects for their future. A high authority, ap
pointed by the governments, but acting under its own
responsibility, will lay down rules and enforce
their observance. It will be the first supra-national in
stitution, independent both of governments and of pri
vate interests. Its members will not deliberate or vote
under instructions, as representatives of national or
private interests. They would have in mind only the
collective interests of their associated couritries. The
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governments willl however1 bt.' authorized to approach
this authority in order to give advance notice of their
views1 or to submit to an international tribunal any
decisions which may seem to them seriously to jeopar
dize the general interests of theh' respective countries.
FinallYI the authority will be answerable for its activi
ties to an inter-parliamentary political assemblYI which
will have power to dissolve it and order its replace
ment.
64. As may easily be seen l this is a bold attempt to
breach national egotisms in favour of a.supra-national
concept. The authority will not be a cartell aiming at
maintaining or increasing profits l even at the cost of
restricting production or lowering wages. On the con
trary, the goal will be to increase output, internal con
sumption and exports by the better organization of pro
duction and the reduction of costs, and to maintain full
employment.
65. The countries associated in this ambitious but
essentially peacefttl task will no longer be tempted to
wage war; indeed, war between them will become un
thinkable and impracticable. Their economic activities
will be progressively united or aligned in other fields
hesides those of coal and steel. The undertaking will
bt~ the common task of the six countries which are bold
enough to attempt it in the interests of their associated
peoples. And we expreS;3 the hope that the experiment
of .\n independent supra..national authority will go for
ward, opening up hitherto undreamed-of prospects for
the peace of Europe.
66. This year againl peace will have constituted the
refram of our speeches; it will be the principal object
of our labours, the ideal, pursued like a fleeting phan
tom and often :repudiated in practice. Are we hypocriti
calor are we simply feeble in our efforts to ensur(:- a
peace which our peoples are nevertheless unanimous
in desiring, ardently and sincerely? If we could rid
our thoughts and our actions of all national egotism
and utilitarian prejudice, if we could really base our
actions and decisions on the principles inculcated in us
by religion and philosophy, things would be better,
in spite of the inevitable shortcomings of human nature.
67. But in our present state of mind, we too often take
up a problem, or the settlement of a dispute, in the
spirit of partisans concerned primarily with the defence
of their own interests, more or less disguised under
general considerations. Can peoples and governments
acquire and practise a supra-national spirit? That is
the problem before us. The Charter is based upon such
an idea; it presupposes it as a living reality. The
Charter is and will remain vitiated in its im.plementa
tion and operation until we come to be inspir~)d, with
out reserve or ulterior motive, by the collecHve inter
ests of our countries; until we succeed in making our
governments admitl in our parliaments and consequent
ly in this AssemblYI the primacy of the supra-national
common good. We are still far from that point, and
yet we must live and act and not despair.
68. How can we then serve the cause of peace in
this torn world of today, in spite of the bitter compe
tition of national interests, in spite of the passionate
antagonism of political and economic ideologies and,
sometimes, in spite of racial ptejudices· and traditional
rivalries? Is it enough to engage in propaganda for
peace while permitting the passions which threaten

peace to thrive? Is it enough to call for the prohibition
of anns l without first having ensured a minimum of
efIective security?
69. In three successive years l it has been proposed to
tlS that we should unite in order to strengthen peace,
that we should bim war propaganda and that we Fhould
prohibit certain weapons and reduce our stccks of
others. This is not the time to study the technical as
pects of these problems; they are n.ot new problems,
since they had already occupied the attention of the
League of Nations for many years. But I wish in my
turn, very franklYI without passion and in all fairness,
to make f.l. preliminary point in this connexioll.
70. Before speaking of peacel it is necessary to create
an atmosphere of peace and, as has already been said,
to restore mutual confidence. It is necessary first and
foremost that those who speak of peace should stop
attacking and give the example of a peace-loving
spirit.
71. We are living in a state of unrest which is general
and, worse still, which is deliberately maintained. Some
times it is a case of territorial claims; sometimes of
direct and violent interference ia the political life and
organization of countries; and sometimes of control
systematically established and maintained over ex
enemy territory or areas liberated from the enemy.
Ideological expansion is just as harmful to peace as
imperialist expansion; it is sometimes difficult to dis
tinguish between the two. The existence of satellite
States is contrary to the idea of peace and to the prin
ciple of self-determination.
72. The will to peace must be made manifest otherwise
than in words and propaganda. Each government must
try by its practical conduct to convince the rest of the
world that it wishes to live in peace and let live in
peace-that is to say, that it desires to leave every
cOllntry free to choose its political and economic sys
tem. The coexistence in the world of different regimes,
respectful of one another, must be generally and hon
est~y accepted. Furthermore, territories which are or
ganizing or reconstituting themselves politically must
be allowed to do so in freedom, if necessary under in
ternatiorial supervision when specific difficulties arise,
but without pressure, through elections and under the
guarantees offered by any true democracy.
73. Is it possible to speak sincerely of peace while at
the same time maintaining organizations of which the
officially avowed purpose is to promote and maintain
violent agitation and civil war in other countries?
74. Before any discussion or negoti?Hon, I put this
question: are we all prepared to renounce such actions,
to disband such organizations and to engage only in
such forms of propaganda and to make such claims as
are compatible with free democracy and the secure exis
tence of the State itself? Until we have a clear and
convincing reply to this question and until all our at
titudes conform to these principles, which are those
of the Charter, our conversations will be sterile and
our agreements a snare and a delusion.
75. Our peoples want peace, sincerely and resolutely.
The word has for them the charm of a wonderful
rn~lody to which they love to listen. To extract from
them signatures for fallacious petitions claiming to lead
them to"Nards peace, while actions run counter to such
intentions, is to abuse their confidence.
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76. We are met here in order that our wili t.o peace
may be put to the test otherwise than in empty words.
We shall he judged by our peoples at~d by h!story. on the
policy we pursue; the results we achteve VIrtU be 111 pro
portion to the tenacity and the sincerity with which 'lye

succeed in uniting our efforts. .
77. My Government, for its part, is resolved to ~on
tinue along the road it has taken. Bold and frUltful
ideas have always had an appeal for the French people
and faithful to this tradition~ France is striving to
ens{tre the acceptance of the concept of a supra-national
authority. By spontaneously renouncing a part of their
sovereignty in favour of such an authority, States will
furnish decisiv'c evidence of their will to build a peace
ful and bettm' world. By pooling their national re
sources and energies, they will drive back poverty and
wat-.

78. Sir Benegal N. RAU (India) : Mr. President, let
me begin by congratulating you, as many others have
done before me, on your election to the high office of
President of the Assembly. This is the second year in
succession in which this honour has fallen to the repre
sentative of an Asian country, and Cl,part from its obvi
ous personal aspect as reflecting the admiration and
esteem in which you are held by yom." colleagues here,
it perhaps· marks also the growing importance of Asia
in world affairs.

79. Indeed, 1950 has been an important year in the
history of Asia. The"26th of January 1950 saw the birth
of the Indian Republic. A little earlier there was estab
lished another republic in South-East Asia; the Repub
lic of the United States of Indollt:sia, now reconstituted
as the Republic of Indonesia, the country with the
largest Moslem populaHon in the world. India has had
the closest links with Indonesia from remote antiquity
and hopes that Indonesia will join us in the near future
as a Member of the United Nations. It is a matter of
great gratification to my delegation that the Security
Council, at its last meeting,2 accepted, by an almost
unanimous vote, the Indian proposal that Indonesia's
application for membership should be immediately rec
ommended to the General Assembly; and we have every
reason to believe that the General Assembly will soon
accept the recommendation with equal sympathy and
good will. .

80. Another noticeable feature of 1950 has been the
emergence of what I may call new China which, since
the beginning of the year, has made several fruitless
attempts to obtain representation in the United Nations
and its organs.

81. This is a matter to which, as you all know, the
Government of India attaches the greatest importance
and my delegation is glad that, although our recent draft
resolution [A/1365] on the subject was defeated [277th
meeting] by an apparently large majority, the door has
nevertheless -not been finally closed. Since the question
is to be studied further, r need not say more on it just
110W, but I cannot refrain from correcting a freqttent
error or half-truth. It has been said in various quarters
during the last few days that the Indian draft resolution
to which I have alluded was defeated by an overwhelm-

i 2 Sce OJ)icial ReC01'ds of the Sec1wity Couucil) Fifth Year)LNo. 45.

ing majority, because only 16 countries voted for it,
while 33 voted against it and 10 abstained from voting.
It must be pointed out that the adverse votes included
that of Nationalist China. Leaving that vote out of ac
count, as being the very vote whose validity was in issue,
I find that the total population of the countries which
voted against the draft resolution was 412 millions,
while the total population of the countries that voted for
it was 809 millions i the abstentions accounted for
117 millions. Lest anybody should imagine that the sup
porters were mainly the coml11.unist countries, I have
computed separately the population figures of the in
disputably non-communist countries that voted for the
draft resolution. These add up to 527 millions as com
pared with 282 millions of the communist countries.
TI1tts, on a population basis and even taking into account
only non~communist countries, the draft resolution, far
from being defeated by an overwhelming majority, may
be said to have been actually carried.

82. To pass on. From the international point of view,
the most significant event of 1950 has been the Korean
conflict and the action taken by the Security Council in
that connexion. It has been said that the League of Na
tions perished because it could not or would not act even
in the face of what it considered to be aggression; 1950
has shown, or at least created the hope, that such need
not be the fate of the United Nations. I may, incidentally,
mention that the Government of India's support or
acceptance of the crucial resolutions of the Security
Council was discussed at great length at a special ses
sion of the Indian Parliament held about the beginning
of August. The discussion lasted for s(~veral days and
took into account not only th~ facts that were known
at the time when the Security Council adopted the reso
lutions but also the subsequent course of events. Ulti
mately the Indian Parliament, without a dissentient
vote, endorsed the Government of India's support of
the decisions of the Security Council. The Prime Min
ister of India said in the course of the debate:

"Our policy is, first, of course, that aggression has
taken place by North Korea over South KOI·ea. That
is a wrong act that has to be condemned, that has to
be resisted. Secondly, that so far as possible the war
should not be spread beyond Korea. And thirdly that
,ve should explore means of ending this war. The
future of Korea must be decided entirely by the
Koreans themselves."

83. The future of Korea and of Formosa will be
amongst the most important questions for oUr discus
sion during the present session. These are former Jan~
nese territories regarding whose disposal there hive
been certain declarations ill the past, but whose actual
disposal still remains to be made. It will be remem
bered that we had a somewhat similar problem to deal'
with last year-the disposal of certain former. Italian
colonies. The big four had been unable to agree on this
matter and had therefore turned over the problem to
the General Assembly. We referred it to one of our
Committees which, after some discussion, referred it to
a sub-committee; the sub-committee, after several
weeks of work, produced a solution which was ultimately
accepted by the overwhelming majority of the General
Assembly [resolution 289 (IV)] and, in the case of
S0111e of the territories, without a dissentiel1t vote even
fro111 the big four, which had been unable to agree in the
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first instance. My delegation hopes that we shall be able
to handle with equal success the questions of Korea and
Formosa.
84. Our discussion of the future of Korea-which,
under a slightly different name, is the first item on the
agenda of the First Committee-would be greatly facili
tated by an early restoration of peace in that count.ry.
85. My delegation has always taken an active interest
in the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The report of the Special Committee S which consid
ered the information on the economic, social and educa
tional conditions in those territories will come up in due
course before the General Assembly for our endorse
ment. At this stage, my delegation will make only one
or two general observations.

86. The information transmitted by the Administering
Powers to the Secretary-General is undoubtedly limited
by paragraph e of Article 73 of the Charter and does
not refer in specific terms to political conditions in these
territories. Nevertheless, the General Assembly cannot
ignore the implications of Article 73 as a whole, which
prot;nises to the peoples of those territories, until they
attam a full measure of self-government, that certain
vital principles will be recognized in their administra
tion, namely-and here I am using the, words of the
Charter--.that the interests of the peoples are para
mount, that they must be afforded just treatment and
protection against abuses, and that they must be helped
to become self-governing. These principles are meant to'
apply to every aspect of the administration, with no
qualifications other than that due respect. should be
shown to the cultures of the peoples concerned and to
their political aspirations.

87. The General Assembly must on every possible oc
casion encourage the fullest collaboration between the
administering Powers and its various specialized agen
cies in the Non-Self-Governing Territories.
88. The under-developed regions of the world are in
urgent need of a great deal of assistance. Poverty, dis
ease, ignorance and hunger are widespread in these
regions, and the promotion of constructive measures of
development-to use once again the words of the Char,:"
ter-is an immediate necessity. In many parts of the
world today-and especially in Asia and Africa, where
millions of people owe allegiance to foreign Powers
situations are developing of increasing seriousness and
danger. These people have in many territories become
acutely conscious both of their economic and social
backwardness and of their political dependence. It is in
drcumstances such as these that revolutionary doctrines
s!-'wead and take root with extraordinary swiftness.
89. For the furtherance of international peace and
security, which finds a prominent place among the prin
ciples to which administering Powers have pledged
themselves under Article 73, it is essential that they
should revise their conceptions of the relationship be
tween themselves and Non-Self-Governing Territories
in accordance with the spirit of the times.
90. Reference has been made to Kashmir as one of the
danger spots in Asia. Sir Owen Dixon, the United

8 See Official Records of the Ge1~eral Assembly, Fifth
Session, Supplements Nos. 17 and 17A.

Nations mediator, has recently submitted his report to
the Security Council 4 and I need not say much on the
subject here. My delegation hopes that the Council will
duly note the view which Sir Owen Dixon himself was
prepared to adopt: that, when the Kashmir frontier was
crossed on 20 October 1947 by hostile elements and
~gain when ~111its of the regular Pakistan forces moved
mto the terrItory of the State in May 1948, these were
violations of international law.
91. One of the greatest evils in the world today is
racial discrimina.tion, and many countries therefore
forbid it by law. It is amazing that at this juncture any
Member of the United Nations should embark upon it
as a deliberate policy sanctioned and enforced by the
law. Such a policy will ultimately lead to inter-con
tinental race conflicts and is therefore a menace to the
p~ace of the wo~ld. The plea of domestic jurisdiction
w111 not excuse it any more than the plea of the sanctity
of the home can justify the storing of dynamite.
92. Seve~al delegations have already pointed out that
the SecurIty Council was able to act as it did in June
and July last only because of an accidental combina
tion of ~ircumstances which may not recur, and certain
suggestIOns h~ve be~n placed ~efore us designed to
create or set m motlOn alternative machinery for the
purpose of dealing with future situations of the same
kind.
93. These suggestions merit and will receive our most
careful ~onsideration in due course; for the moment I
should lIke to call attention to something more funda
mental than questions of machinery. At the root of all
the conflicts inside and outside the United Nations is
a l?~rvadi~g f~ar of aggression. Let me quote a great
BrItish histOrIan, Arnold Toynbee, who, in August
1947, wrote:,

"In the West we have a notion that Russia is the
ag~ressor, as indeed she has all the appearance of
be1l1g when looked at through VVestern eyes . . .
To Russian eyes appearances are just the contrary."ll

94. The writer goes on to discuss the historical reasons
for this mutual fear of aggression'l reasons into which
we need not enter here. What doe!> concern us immedi
ately is whe!her we can do any~hing towards removing
the fear which undoubtedly eXists on both sides' for·
~o long as it exists on either side, however irrationai
It may be, we cannot escape from the vicious spiral
of arming and counter-arming. We may be sure that
the .people of 110 part of the world, whether in the West
or m the East or. in the Far East or anywhere else,
want war, and yet they feel compelled to spe:nd vast
sums of money on preparations for defence aO'ainst
aggr'2ssion. Can we do nothing to dissipate this co~sta.nt
and wasteful dread of war?

?5. I speak with great diffid~nce, but the subject is so
Important that I cannot refram from making a sugges
tion or two. The Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the
Unite? States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom
and France are all present, or could easily be, in New
York. Could they not meet-with or without others
and discuss or re-discuss at least the most outstanding

4, See document S/1791.
5 See Toynbee, Arnold J., Civilization on Trial New York,

Oxford University Press, 1948, page 167. '
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matters of disagreement between them? Could they not
have something correspc'nding to one of those special
periodic meetings of the Security Council which are
prescribed in Article 28, paragraph 2 of the Charter?

96. Perhaps such discussions have not been very fruit
ful in the past; they may fail again; but the attempt is
worth making. Even if nothing else came of them, the
Ministers could at least reaffirm jointly what each of
their countries has already affirmed separately in sign
ing the Charter, namely, that they would settle all their
international disputes by peaceful means, and the
psychological effect upon an anxious world would be
far from negligible.

97. But this need not be the only step; other steps
could follow. For example, there might be an exchange
of good will missions, whether official or unofficial,
between the countries concerned. And then, as the
result, further steps might suggest them~jelves,until

the whole atmosphere was cleans·ed. Once the fear of
war is reduced to a minimum-for no one imagines that
it can be completely removed-we can devote ourselves
whole-heartedly to the tasks of peace.

98. I believe that at present the entire expenditure
of the United Nations in a normal year is less than
the annunl interest-I repeat, the annual interest-on
the cost of the equipment needed for the production of
a single atomic bomb. This will give some idea of the
colossal waste which the fear of war entails, apart
from .the destructiveness of war itself. There is so
much human misery in the vvorld-often preventible,
but sometimes due to natural calamities that cannot be
prevented, as in large parts of India today-and so
much that the United Nations with an expanded budget
can do to mitigate it, that I have ventured to make
these suggestions.

99. My delegation will study with special interest the
resolutions of which the Yugoslav delegation has given
notice [282nd meeting]. One of them is in line with a
suggestion which my delegation recently made in the
Security Council in connexion with the Korean conflict.6

100. I should like to end on a note of tempered hope
in the wo'rds of a celebrated biologist:

H"V\lar is not inevitable to man. His aggressiveness
can be r.~nalized into other outlets; his political
machinery can be designed to make war less likely.
These things can be done; but to do them will require
a great deal of hard thinking and hard work."

101. Mr. SHARETT (Israel): At the 'beginning of
my remarks, I should like to associate my delegation,
as indeed the people of Israel, with the tribute paid
from this rostrum to that great South African, Jan
Christiaan Smuts. The world has Lst in him a states
man of 'outstanding courage, creative spirit and bold
vision. Israel and the Jewish people mOUl'n the passing
of a distinguished humanitarian, whose consistenf'friend
ship and support were to them an unfailing source of
moral strength. The name of Field Marshal ~Smuts will
~oreyer illumine the record of mankind's struggle for
JustIce and freedom.

Cl See Official Records of the Sec1trity Council, Fifth Year,
No. ·29. .

102. The fateful question which overhangs this As
sembly is whether the world will survive the present ,
political cleavage or whether it will be engulfed. The
question is, can rival systems coexist peacefully or
must their struggle end in deadly clash? Based on
conflicting philosophies and divergent ways of life, can
they achieve a balance of self-restraint and mutual
tolerancel leaving it to peaceful eV9lution to resolve the
issue-or will they be irresistibly driven to a war of
total annihilation? Will all nations, whatever their
political doctrine, find an overriding common purpose
in the preservation of civilization and of life itself, or
is mankind to give up all hope? Will scientific progress
serve as an instrument of salvation or as a weapon of

. 'd j)SUlCI e.
103. Let us be honest and frank. There is no complete
certainty in 9.n optimistic answer. Dangers will not be
banished merely by pious wishes. The challenge to
survival must be sternly taken up, and a collective effort
at self-rescue is by no means certain to fail. The more
determined the effort, the greater its chances of triumph.
104. To divide the world into two camps is to over
simplify the issue. Even among the countries adhering
to the Soviet pattern, uniformity is by no means abso
lute. In other parts of the world, there prevails a wide
diversity of constitutional regimes and social orders. It
is fallacious to draw the dividing line between imperial
ism and true brotherhood of peoples. Imperialism is
not an attribute of social philosophy but a product of
physical might. Nor is it true to represent the issue as
of capitalism versus socialism. The claim of communism
as practised in the Soviet Union to be accepted as the
only true form of socialist society is widely contested.
On the other hand, in many a country of orthodox
democracy, patterns of life rightly claimed to be social
istic are progressively emerging. Far-reaching social
progress is being achieved without any resort to
violence or curtailment of liberty.
105. The point at issue is not how this or that system
is to be appraised, and which is superior to the rest,
but whether a system rightly or wrongly held to be
superior by some governments should be imposed by
force on other countries, either through invasion from
outside or through subversion trom within.
106. Here is the crux of the problem. It is not a
question of mere ethics whether such an imposition
would be iniquitous or just. The crucial point is that
an attempt to spread a regime by fire and sword
across the frontiers of any State or to instigate it by
interference conjures up immediately the nightmare of
world catastrophe. The present international order is
a highly delicate organism balanced precariously on the
brink of a precipice. Any violent shock may spell
disaster. In these highly sensitive times every military
move, indeed every act of statesmanship, .1l1ust be
judged by reference to its effect on world peace, not
merely because war is an evil but hecause peace and
survival have become synonymous.
107. The young democracy of Israel draws its inspira
tion from ancient origins; at the same time it is its
ambition to emulate the best in modern f30ciety. Freedom
is the very breath of Israel's existence and development.
Its democracy is based upon full poHtical and cultural
liberty in its internai life and on utlrestricted contact
of its citizens with the world outside. To defend these
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freedoms :against any menace Israel is ready to fight
with the same determination as it fought for its
independence.

108. But much as Israel cherishes these principles of
true democracy and hopes that they may prevail every
where, it fuHy recognizes the right of other nations to
work out their salvation and to fulfil their destiny along
different lines. :M:utual tolerance of divergent political
civilizations is the corner-stone of world security.
Scrupulous non-interference in the internal life of others
is the universal shield of peace and stability.

109. The preponderance of the great Powers in world
affairs places on them the brunt of responsibility for
the preservation of international peace. This special
position of the five permanent members of the Security
Council is specifically recognized in the Charter. Just
be,cause the intelnational divergencies are most sharply
pronounced in their relationships and in view of the
decisive effect of their behaviour on the fate of the
whole world, their restraint and sense of responsibility
must serve as examples to all. Accordingly, any initiative
in uniting the five great Powers for a concerted
endeavour on behalf of universal peace,. such as has
been urged here by several lrepresentatives, and notably
by the representative of the Soviet Union [279th meet
ing], is to be heartily welcomed by all other nations.
It is obvious that such an endeavour, if successful, is
the surest and the shortest way to the goal.

110. But approval of a method does not always signify
faith in its success. Although it may be taken for
granted that none of the great Powers is actually bent
on war, positive agreement among them mayor may not
be forthcoming. In practice it seems today fairly remote.
Yet the world passionately wants peace and must exert
every possible effort to achieve it. Its fate cannot be
left to depend on the fortuitous chance of a five-Power
a.greement. If there is no unanimity between the few,
th'en the majority of the many must take such action
within the terms of the Charter as may prove possible
and effective. Even then a five-Power accord- would
be an invaluable buttress for peace, but failing and
pending such an accord, an alternative effort is impera
tive. In any case, nothing can absolve the great bulk
of States, medium-sized and small, from their own
share of responsibility for the effective maintenance of
a world-wide system of collective security.

111. Outbreaks of aggression are unfortunately a
feature of the post~war world. Invasion has occurred
against Israel, and the Security Council failed to muster
the requisite majority to check it. It happened in Korea,
and this time the Security Council took action with the
full approval of .most States Members of the United
Nations. In an hour of extreme emergency the United
Natioltls has stood the test of action. But if the Security
Council is again to be paralyzed by permanent deadlock,
what 1S to happen to the authority of the United
Nations? Is it to be discounted as a bulwark of peace
until the great Powers reach an understanding? It would
be a dark day indeed in the life of scores of nations
nay, in the life of humanity at large-if despair of
United Nations capacity to protect the world against
the calamity of war shol;1ld ever enter men's hearts.

112. The dielmma is inescapable. Either a way must
be found, free of hazards, to activate the United Nations

against 3,ggression, or the world must look for other
remedies, leaving the international Organization to
decay through futil~ty.

U3. It is\ for this reason that the proposals adum
brated from this platform by the United States delega
tion [279th meeting] deserve very serious study. The
only development which might render such study
premature would be the renewal of full (~o-operation

among the five great Powers and the prO\'ren capacity
of the Security Council in its fully representative com
position to deal swiftly and effectively with threats to
the peace of the world.

114. To be fully effective, the United Nations must be
complete. The present position, when a considerable
number of independent and fully sovereign States find
themselves outside this great framework of international
discipline and responsibility, is unjust, anomalous and
harmful. The delegation of Israel questions the wisdom
of a course which, rather than admit certain States
deemed undesirable, prefers to exclude a larger number
of States which are by all counts fully qualified. In the
present state of the world it is but natural that the
schism prevailing inside the Organization should be
reflected also among those seeking admission. The
immediate inclusion of all eligible candidates would
add no structural complexity to the United Nations,
while the gain resulting from its completeness is patent.

115. The question of the representation of China is
a most notable case in point. Much as Israel's concep
tion of democracy may differ from tha.t upheld by the
new Chinese Government, for reasons similar to those
adduced so cogently here by the representatives of
India, Sweden [285th meeting], the Netherlands [281st
meeting] and Pakistan [283rd meeting], Israel is
among the sixteen States which have recognized this
government. My delegation feels' that it would be
unwise for the United Nations, in disregard of com
pelling realities, artificially to bolster up a regime of
the past, which has lost its hold on the territory and
people it claims to represent. If the new regime in
China is ready sincerely to uphold its obligations under
the Charter, prospects of peace in Asia and throughout
the world would be enhanced by' its admissi@n.

116. There is but one exception which my delegation
must urge to the principle of universal participation
in organized international society. That exception con
cerns Germany, east and west, as well as other countries
where the regimes ~:mce allied to Nazisl11 still prevail.
The people of Israel, and Jews throughout the world,
view with consternation and distress the progressive
re-admission of Germany to the family of nations, with
her revolting record intact, her guilt unexpiated and her
heart unchanged.

117. Judging by all accounts, the evil spirit of Nazism
still dominates the German mentality. The Press of the
world reverberates with brazen declarations of unre
formed and unrepenting wickedness on the part of the
new apostles of the resurgent Nazi doctrine. The
alarming reappearance of mass organizations, Nazi in
spirit, is a salient feature of the situation. Beneath the
new thin crust of apparent peacefulness, the fierce
flames of old hatreds are still burning. Having ex
terminated the bulk of European Jewry and reduced the
surviving remnant in Germany itself to an insignificant
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number, the Nazis now vent their rage on the dead by
desecration of cemeteries and destruction of tombstones.
118. The appeasement now practised in both parts of
Germany outrages the sacred memory of countless
martyrs, betrays the sacrifices sustained in the 0:rer
throw of Nazism and sows the seeds of new aggressIOn,
savagery and horror. The danger is now imminent that
the only real beneficiary of the present world crisis
will be the very country which by brutal violence
provoked the last world war, forced the peace-loving
peoples of the world to take up arms in defence of
peace and democracy and was the direct cause of the
establishment of the United Nations for the prevention
of such calamities in the future.
119. The holocaust perpetrated by Germany in Europe
may well serve as a marginal comment on the discus
sion of the grave problem of atomic energy. The atomic
bomb is a fearful weapon, yet it did not need that
device of wholesale annihilation of life to put to death
in cold blood six million Jews-men, women and
children-and an almost equal number of members of
other enslaved peoples. Crematoria, gas chambers and
even ordinary firing squads proved as effective instru
ments of mass extermination as the atomic weapon.
There is no end to organized mass brutality and the
infliction of suffering on innocent people that can go
on unhindered during a war behind the front and inside
barbed-wire fences.
120. The scourge to be adjured, condemned, outlawed,
prevented, resisted and defeated is aggressive war. The
use of the atomic weapon is but one hideous corollary
of that basic evil. The effective outlawing and preven
tion of aggression by strict adherence to the Charter and
determined action to ensure it should precede the
prohibition of this and other instruments of mass
destruction. .
121. The crucial question remains, which will prove
stronger-the forces which disrupt the world or the
framework established for its unity? This question can
not be answered by words. It is a challenge both to
our vision and to our practical statesmanship. Only
our effective capacity to act in concert can meet it.

122. But the task is not merely that of swift reaction
to aggression. The evil should be attacked at its roots.
It is the sources of discontent, strife, rebellion and
armed intervention that must be eliminated. Construc
tive endeavours are the radical remedy, while police
action is a. mere-though often indispensable-pallia
tive. The evils to be fought and stamped out are pov-
erty, disease and ignorance. .
123. It has rightly been stressed during this debate
that the real end of all our efforts is the well..heing of
the individual and of masses of individuals. The im
mense continents of Asia and Africa teem with hun
dreds of millions of human beings steeped in degrada
tion and misery. The denial to them of the blessings of
civilized life darkens the world's horizon with a grave
and ever present menace. Even if the present world
conflict were peacefully resolved, as long as glaring
inequalities of wealth and knowledge remain perpetu
ated on a gigantic scale, the peace of the world will be
in jeopardy. The removal, or a least the reduction, of
these inequalities, is at once the most challenging and
the most felicitous task of world statesmanship.

124. The harnessing of the United Nations ~o. gr.~at
projects of economic developmem. and the ubhzatIOn
of the world's scientific and technological resources for
the benefit of all is for the time being in its very
inception. In his statesmanlike and imaginative memo
randum outlining a twenty years' programme for peace
[A/1304], the Secretary-Genera1 clearly discerns the
vital bearing of social and economic welfare on the
prospects of international security. I-Ie portrays the
United Nations not only as a barrier against aggres
sion, but also as a positive instrument of economic
emancipation and progress. In this direction· lies the
greatest positive promise of the United Nations for the
future of mankind, first and foremost for the unde
veloped, the under-developed and the economically and
socially backward areas of the world.
125. For its part, the State of Israel, within its
very limited capacity and with all too ina~e9-uate help
from outside, has embarked upon an ambitIOUS phase
of reconstruction and rehabilitation. It has done so· to
consolidate its position and to fulfil its historic mission.
As a result, the whole aspect of our country is chang
ing under our very eyes. Our population has risen by
75 per cent within the last twenty-eight months. Masses
of Jews, driven by misery and fear and drawn by the
promise of freedom and dignity, are entering and
settling down. Their very evacuation to Israel elimi
nates sources of weakness and danger to the Jewish
people and the world. Large numbers of them are up
lifted in the process from the depths of destitution and
backwardness to greater productivity and civilized ways
of life.
126. To render this possible, all the latent natural
resources of the land are being developed at an accel
erated pace, and the fruits of science and technology are
vigorously applied. The country is shakin~ off its age
old lethargy and the people are advancmg towards
higher forms of living.
127. If our neighbours would heed the call of the
Security Council and make peace with us, instead of
confusing the issue by false charges and prolonging the
plight of Arab refugees by delaying a settlement, our
constructive endeavours could have merged with theirs
for the benefit of the entire area of the Middle East. Be
that as it may, what is being achieved, or at least
attempted, in the field of development within the narrow
confines of Israel, carried out single-handedly by one
small State, could certainly be repeated on a vast scale
by an international pooling of efforts wherever multi
tudes of people crave for better health, education and
creative activity.
128. We are faced with a two-fold task. Firmness in
dealing with aggression wherever and by whomever it
may be committed, with bold foresight in attacking the
twin human ills of poverty and ignorance, should be the
watchwords of the United Nations. There can be no
real progress without peace. There can be .110 permanent
peace without progress. The attainment of both is the
essence of the international Organization. The two are
united in the hope of mankind.
129. Mr. {iONZALEZ (Venezuela) (translated from
Spanish) : In the annual report of the Secretary-Gen
eral on the work of the Organization 7 which, together

7 See 0 ffi,eial Reco·rds of the Genet'al Assembly, Fifth
Session, Suptlement No. 1.
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with the report of the Security Council,8 forms the main
basis for this general debate, two points are remark
able above all others.
130.. The first is the failure of the .great Powers, vic
tors 10 the Second 'VVorld War, 10 thek efforts to
ac.hieve an understandin~concerning the peace treaties
wIth the defeated countnes. If no remedv is found for
this adverse situation, it will continue ~ to affect the
Organization's work in the future as it has affected it
up to now.
131. The second is the action undertaken by the
United Nations to redress the situation in Korea and
restore peace.
132. In cir~umstances like. the prese!1t! it would per
haps. be adVIsable to exerCIse the prIvIlege of saying
nothmg. When problems are so delicate, when passions
and suspicions have become so acute, one unfortunate
expression or a mistaken intention is sufficient to
widen differences. Yet the matters before the Assembly
are of such a nature that my delegation considers it
the bounden duty of Members of the United Nations
to set forth clearly their views 011 the general progress
of the Organization.

1~~. The opinion is very.generally held that the con
dItIon. of the world, as thIS ~ssembly meets, is more
alarmmg than at any other tIme since 1945. Both the
retiring President of the Assembly, General Romulo,
a?~ Mr. Entezam, ~ho ~s now so competently pre
sId10g over our delIberatlOns, drew attention to that
fact in their speeches on the opening day of this session.

134. :J!or som~, tht; move.ment towards universality of
the Umted NatIons IS maku:g slow progress, since there
are many States whose deSIre to become Members has,
for perfectly well-known reasons, not yet been satisfied.
For others, the spirit of San Francisco has foundered
and, with it, the work which it inspired. From ali
quarters the weakness of the United Nations is criti
cized. The example of the League of Nations is fre
quen.tly recalkd.
13,5. Allow me to s.ay. that I. do not altogether share
thIS tendency to peSSImIsm. It IS true that the examina
tion of the report of the Secretary-General, as well as
those o~ some o~her principal and subsidiary organs of
t~e Un~te? NatIOns, shows O1}Ce more the dispropor
tion eXIst10g between the vanety and effectiveness of
the Organization's work in what are known as techni
cal questions and the very meagre results obtained in
political questions.
13~. The principles of the Charter express the aspi
ratIo~s of all men of good will: peace, justice, security,
equahty of the large and small nations; their aim is
"to reaffirm fa:ith in fundamental human rights. . . ,
to promote SOCIal progress and better standards of life
in larger freedom".

137. T~e ~l1thors o! the Charter, while enunciating
these prmcIples, realIzed that the world was neither
static nor immo.vable, and con!emplated the coming into
play of dynamIC forces, at tImes opposed to existing
forces, as. well as the means for solving, in a spirit of
co-operatIOn and harmony, the problems which such
forces might bring in their wake.

8 Ibid., SUPPlement No. 2.

~38. But a gre.at deal of time is required for noble
Ideas to bear frUIt and penetrate the minds of men and
peoples. Anyone who has learnt how many centuries
it took to establish and consolidate the rules of law
which today give stability to relations between indi~

viduals and are almost universally respected, must agree
that an augury of better times is provided by the prog~
ress already achieved in the international sphere in the
regulation of relations between States in accordance
with principles which, until very recently, pertained
only to the realm of doctrinal speculation.

139. In s.pite of great difficulties, the United Nations
has progresed, slowly but surely, towards the achieve~

ment of those purposes. We are convinced that if the
Organization did not exist, the world would be aban
doned to absolute chaos. And this is not mere idealism.
I make so bold as to call it realism, since we may recall
the in~ontrovertib!e and .repeate~ fact that each appar
ent faIlure of a u111versal mternattonal body is succeeded
by an even greater effort to recreate it in a better and
more dynamic form.

140. Those who maintain that the United Nations is
suffering from the same iUs which brought the League
of Nations to disaster should reflect on what happened
b~tween 1931 i~nd 1~39. In those years, the League dealt
wlth-.or was 're~UIred to. deal with-a series of ag
gre.sslons commItte~ agamst Manchuria, Ethiopia,
Chma, CzechoslovakIa and many other countries The
i!1effectiveness of the League in regard to those 'ques
tIons should be comparel.\ with the attitude adopted
by the United Nations in the questions of Greece Pales-
tine, India-Pakistan, Indonesia and Korea. '

1~1. . In all these questions the United Nations pro
VIded the means for restoring peace and, in the case of
Korea, for repelling aggression. We hope that, once
peace has been achieved, the United Nations will in
addition take adequate measures to pacify men's minds
a~d. promote an atmosphere of justice under a free
regIme.

142. It was precisely this determined attitude on the
part of the Security Council in the case of Korea and
th~ support given by an overwhelming majority of
Member States which caused hope to revive ev~l.! in
the most sceptical and silenced the Organization's de
tractors.
143. Still there are some who say that the most serious
situati.on confron~ing us is not so much the problem of
restormg peace m Korea as the unwillingness of one
mt;~ber of the Security Council, which enjoys the
prtvtle~e of the veto, to accept the position taken by the
Councd, and by fifty-three of the fifty-nine Member
St~tes of the United Nations, with regard to the armed
actIon .of the North Korean.authorities against the
Repubhc of Korea, a State whIch had been established
by ~he United Nations and which functioned under its
aeglS.

144. The fact is the more obvious since for a time,
the Security Council acted as it should, that is, it took
~dequat~ and .concrete measures to repel aggression,
m keepm!? WIth the Charter and the interpretation
placed on It and on the events by the majority.

145. Owing to the circumstances attending the case
of Korea, the action of the Council since 1 August last
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has revealed. once again its organic weakness and re
vealed in all its magnitude the perils to which the
Venezuelan delegation, among' others, referred in San
Francisco when' it accepted the voting formula in the'
Security Council as proposed by the great Powers. At
that time. the delegation of Venezuela spoke on these
lines: We are voting in favour of the Yalta text not
reluctantly but without enthusiasm. At all events, it
appears necessary, in the present circumstances, in the
first stage of the international Organization we are
creating. It is, however, our ardent hope that in the
not too distant future it will be possible to give greater
flexibility to the procedure established by the Charter
and that progress will be made towards a system under
which a single member will not be able to obstruct the
Council and which will at the same time be more in
accordance with democratic principles. For this purpose
amendments to the Charter should be facilitated.
146. The requirement indicated by the delegation of
Venezuela in San Francisco became obvious as soon
as the Security Council began to function, since in its
work the Council has been handicapped by the sys
tematic obstruction on the part of one of its members of
any majority decision which that member considered as
conflicting with its interests, of whatever nature, includ
ing the interests of mere propaganda.
147. Apparently it is we small Powers'that are most
concerned in opposing right to force, since our very
exis~ellce d.epends 011 the check which respect for
the mternatlonal standard should place on. the sweeping
expansionist force of the great Powers.
148. I say "apparently" because the example of what
happened to Germany and Japan, which were great
Powers until they unleashed the Second WorId War
should be borne in mind by those States which bas~
their conduct not on respect for right but on the use of
force.
149. On that account, we cannot conceiv~ that any
State with the most elementary instinct of self-preser
vation could be interested in the collapse of the
United Nations, or what is worse, in making it inopera··
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tive, in undermining its existence. And for that reason
also, when the Organization's collapse is predicted in
some quarters, it is the duty of all of us, by strengthen
ing the effectiveness of its machinery, to affirm our
faith in it and in its principles, not only on account
of what it may accomplish but because of what in certain
political and, of course, in technical matters it has
already accomplished.
150. Before summarizillg my country's position on the
present international situ.ation, my delegation wishes to
express the satisfaction \'/V'i1th which it has followed the
efforts of the Secretary-General of the Organization, as
explained in the introduction to his report, to end the
impasse which the United Nations has reached in
some of its vital activities.
151. Venezuela, in the face of the aggression upon
the Republic of Korea, has already stated its position
and reaffirms it here. It condemns aggression and it
firmly believes that the authority of the United Nations
will restore the rule of law in that part of the world.
Venezuela has taken concrete action in the matter; it
has made contributions of an economic nature, to assist,
in so far as it is capable, in repelling the aggression, as
I had the honour to inform the Secretary-General a
few days ago.

152. In this hour of crisis, in which the world Or
ganization is for the first time opposing an act of armed
aggression and applying the measures authorized under
Chapter VII of the Charter, Venezuela is convinced
that it is the inescapable duty of the Members of the
United Nations to strengthen, both morally and legally
the authority of the Organization. '

153. Finally, Venezuela believes that the resolutions
duly adopted by the Assembly should guide the work
of the other principal and subsidiary organs, in partic
ular the Security Council, so that the Council may take
effective action as provided for in Article 24 of the
United Nations Charter.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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